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Abstract

We participated in the term recognition task, one of the subtasks covered by the NTCIR tmrec group. In
this paper, we present a system used in this task and evaluate the term recognition results of this system.
We believe that terms could be words that characterize the eld's data and have the following three features:
(1) They frequently appear in the target eld's corpus. (2) They are not common terms in the target eld.
(3) They less frequently appear in the other elds' corpora. Our system uses di erent eld corpora and
recognizes these features as terms. We extracted a term list by using two kinds of eld corpora, the NACSIS
Academic Conference Database and the MAINICHI newspaper database. We then analyzed the di erence
between our term list and Manual-Candidates made by the NTCIR tmrec group. In this paper, we clarify
what should be considered when recognizing terms. Furthermore, through comparative experiments based on
Manual-Candidates, we verify the importance of indices which are used to extract a term list.
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candidates, and we judge whether they are terms or

Introduction

We participated in the term recognition task,

not by using an evaluation function. A compound

one of the subtasks covered by the NTCIR tmrec

word is de ned to be a conjunction of nouns,
katakana strings, letters, unknown words, a pre x

group, in March, 1999. The goal of this task is to
recognize terms which characterize data collection

word, and a sux word.

Of course, the other

on the subject of arti cial intelligence. The data
collection consists of 1,870 abstracts extracted from

conjunctions could be terms. We will discuss what
could be terms in Chapter 4.

the NACSIS Academic Conference Database. In this

There are many candidates which meet the above

paper, we present a system to perform this task and
the term recognition results of this system.

de nition. In our model, the candidates that satisfy
the following features are recognized as terms:

We believe that terms could be words that

1. They frequently appear in the target

elds's

characterize the eld's data and have the following
three features:

corpus.
2. They are not common terms in the target eld.

1. They frequently appear in the target eld's corpus.

3. They less frequently appear in the other elds'
corpora.
We de ne the following evaluation function for
recognizing these features. Term candidate ti is
recognized as a term when the value estimated by the
function fij is over the threshold. In the following
equation, items T Fij , IDFij , and IF Fi correspond
to features 1., 2., and 3., respectively.

2. They are not common terms in the target eld.
3. They less frequently appear in the other elds'
corpora.
Our system uses di erent eld corpora and
recognizes these features as terms. We extracted a
term list by using two di erent eld corpora: the
NACSIS Academic Conference Database and the
MAINICHI newspaper database. The NTCIR tmrec

ij

f

group made two term candidates, that is manually
extracted term candidates (Manual-Candidates) and
elements listed in the index part of an encyclopedia
on arti cial intelligence (Index-Candidates). In
this paper, we analyze the di erence between the
Manual-Candidates and our term list, and we
clarify what should be considered when recognizing
terms. Furthermore, we verify the importance of

2

Term recognition model

This model recognize terms in tagged-data and
untagged-data. We de ne that a term consists
of a morpheme or several morphemes.

We also

de ne a morpheme to be the same as those
de ned in NACSIS tagged-data and JUMAN. We
extract morphemes and compound words as term

TF
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2
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ij
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Each term in Eq. (1) is given as follows:

N 
 IDFij = log DFjij .



indices which are used to extract a term list by
doing comparative experiments based on ManualCandidates.

=

Nj : Number of documents included in the corpus
of eld Fj .
DFij : Number of documents which contain term
candidate ti in the corpus of eld Fj . (document
frequency)
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T FFj : Number of occurrences of term candidate
ti in the corpus
of eld Fj . (term frequency)
 
N
IF Fi = log FFi .
N : Number of elds.
F Fi : Number of elds which contain term
candidate ti .
Term recognition algorithm

The algorithm goes through the following steps in
order to recognize terms.

1. Text is morphologically analyzed.

kinds of elds, so we assumed that when a word
frequently appears in the MAINICHI database, it
also appears in many elds. We used T FiM instead
of F Fi and de ned the following simple function
fiNa as

Morphological information, attached to the
NACSIS tagged-data and given by JUMAN,
is used for tagged-data and untagged-data
respectively.
2. Term candidates are extracted.
Morphemes and conjunctions of morphemes are

f

extracted as term candidates. The conjunctions

based on orthogonal-type reasoning)." In this
table, NACSIS(TF) represents the total number
of occurrences of each term candidate and
NACSIS(DF) represents the number of documents
which contain the term candidate in the NACSIS
database. MAINICHI represents the total number
of occurrences of each term candidate in the
MAINICHI database.
3. The frequency of each candidate in each eld
corpus is counted. If the value estimated by
the evaluation function is over the threshold, the
candidate is recognized as a term.
The following function is derived from Eq. (1).
f

iNa

=

TF

iNa 2 log
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iNa

N
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i
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We used two kinds of eld corpora, the
NACSIS Academic Conference Database and the
MAINICHI newspaper database, which includes
articles published in 1994 and 1995. Therefore, the
value of item F Fi in Eq. (2) can be 1or 2,which
2
shows that the rightmost item log FF
does
i
not re ect feature 3., which we mentioned above;
namely, \Terms less frequently appear in the
other elds' corpora." Fortunately however, the
MAINICHI database includes articles in several

iNa
DF iNa
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1
TF

iM

+ 0:5

;

(3)

this condition, \u A ° Å  (orthogonal type

strings, letters, unknown words, a pre x word, and
a sux word when extracting from untagged-data.

problem solving system

 TF

NACSIS and MAINICHI databases. We set
and the threshold to 2 and 1 respectively. On

restricted to conjunctions of nouns, katakana

%   å Ù Ö j (A

=

where the symbols Na and M represent the

of morphemes are restricted to compound words
when extracting from tagged-data, and they are

For example, 10 candidates as shown in Table 1
are extracted from the title \u A°Å + Ç

iNa

reasoning)" and \å ÙÖj (A problem solving
system)" in Table 1 are recognized as terms.
4

Experiment and results

4.1

Evaluation and analysis of our system

We extracted term lists from tagged-data and
untagged-data. Two kinds of term candidates,
Manual-Candidates and Index-Candidates, were
prepared by The NTCIR tmrec group, and our lists
are close to Manual-Candidates. We believe that
the de nition of terms for Manual-Candidates is
close to ours. We therefore assumed that ManualCandidates are correct answers and analyzed the
di erence between them and our term list. Then,
we found the following problems.
 Part-of-speech

All of Manual-Candidates are nouns. On the
other hand, our de nition has no restriction on the
part-of-speech, so our term lists included verbs,
adjectives and so on. Most verb candidates of
our lists were SAHEN verbs such as \8ØK
(discretize)," and their nominalized forms such as

\8Ø (discretization)" were mostly included in
the Manual-Candidates.
 Noun phrase

There are several patterns of noun phrases
such as \A-no-B," \adjective+noun," and \modi er+noun," and those three patterns of noun
phrases, for example, \K%.2 ( rst order for-

mula)," \¿*7I+S (integrated plan-

Table 1: Example of Term Recognition
Frequency
Morphological information
Candidates

uA°Å
uA
°
Å
+
Ç%
å ÙÖj
å
Ù
Öj

NACSIS
(TF)

NACSIS MAINICHI
(DF)

Tagged

3
4,430

1
2,603

0
3

NN
NS, K

129,388

65,838

18,156

NN, K

7,371

3,251

28

NS, K

2,661,460

331,752

1,179,760

15,392
35

12,847
25

1,671
0

62,837

39,197

43,085

NN, K

10,195
24,303

8,258
15,837

5,997
3,821

NS, K
NN, K

Untagged
(Information given by JUMAN)

SCA, W
VKAbs, W
NN

eU (NOUN)
eU (NOUN), ¼eU (SAHEN)
't (SETSUJI),
eUìeU't (NOUN-SETSUJI)
eU (NOUN), ¼eU (SAHEN)
U (JOSHI), CU (KAKU-JOSHI)
#U (VERB)
eU (NOUN)
eU (NOUN), neU (COMMON)
eU (NOUN), ¼eU (SAHEN)
eU (NOUN), neU (COMMON)

ning)" and \! g + Ç %  C Å (explanationbased analogical reasoning)" were included in the

appear only once or twice in a eld, it is dicult

Manual-Candidates. However, our de nition ex-

case, humans mostly judge by referring to context.
Such a reference mechanism is necessary in order

cludes them. Those noun phrases could be terms,
but if we extracted all noun phrases as term candidates, there would be some risk of extracting
unnecessary ones. We need to investigate the behavior of the rightmost noun in a noun phrase
and to investigate if there is a regular relationship
between the modi er and the modi ee in a noun
phrase.
 Compound words

to judge whether they are terms or not. In this

to correctly recognize these long compound words
as terms.
4.2

Evaluation function and accuracy

We evaluate the accuracy by using three kinds
of indices: recall, precision, and F-measure based
on Manual-Candidates. When the candidate in
our term list fully matches one of the Manual-

In our de nition, a compound word is a

Candidates, it is counted as correct answer. As
described in Section 4.1, all of the Manual-

conjunction of nouns, katakana strings, letters,

Candidates are nouns. We therefore extracted only

unknown words, a pre x word, and a sux word.
Due to this de nition and the feature of our

nouns and compound words from our term lists and
evaluated them.

evaluation function, long compound words such

The following four kinds of evaluation functions

as \K';4JÅ¡&@ (a system for
inferring meaning of unknown words)" and \2

6 &3627MI@ 2À (an abductive
logic programming system)" tend to be recognized
as terms. These compound words do not appear
frequently in any eld corpora. Since they could

are used in the following additional experiments.
Recall|Precision curves for the tagged-data and
untagged-data are shown in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively. The increase of threshold tends to
increase precision and decrease recall.

 Without the information of the other elds.
T FiNa
1
fiNa
=
(4)
DFiNa
 The ratio of frequencies in two elds.
T FiNa
2
(5)
fiNa
=
T FiM + 0:5
 Eq. (2)
 N 
 2 
Na 2 log
3
(6)
fiNa
= T FiNa 2 log
DFiNa
F Fi
 Eq. (3) ( = 2)
 T F 2
1
iNa 2
4
fiNa
=
(7)
DF iNa
T FiM + 0:5

We can see from the gures that the accuracy is

1 , f2 , f3 ,
higher in the ascending order of fiNa
iNa iNa
4
fiNa . This result shows that document frequency
in the target eld (DFiNa ) and term frequency in

the other eld (T FiM ) contribute to the increase in

4
accuracy. However, we cannot conclude that fiNa
is
higher than that calculated from Eq. (1) because we

used only two kinds of corpora in these experiments.
So in the future we will carry out the experiments by
using corpora in many kinds of elds or by dividing
the MAINICHI newspaper database according to
elds.
In these experiments, in Eq. (3) was xed at
2. We carried out additional experiments with the
xed threshold and plotted the relationship between
and F-measure. The threshold was xed at the
value which led to the best F-measure, that is 0.4
for tagged-data and 0.2 for untagged-data. The Fmeasure is de ned as
F

0 measure

=

2

2 Recall 2 Precision
Recall + Precision

The plot of F-measure vs.

:

in Figure 3 shows that

the F-measure is highest when is 7 for tagged-data
and 5 for untagged-data. For reference, the recall
and the precision are listed in Table 2.
5

Conclusion

We have developed and evaluated a system that
can perform the term recognition task, one of
the subtasks covered by the NTCIR tmrec group.
Our system uses di erent eld corpora, and it is
based on a model which recognizes a morpheme or
a conjunction of morphemes having the following
features as terms:
1. They frequently appear in the target eld's corpus.

2. They are not common terms in the target eld.
3. They less frequently appear in the other elds'
corpora.
We analyzed the di erence between our term list
and Manual-Candidates prepared by the NTCIR
tmrec group, and found that it is important to
take into account how to deal with parts-of-speech,
noun phrases, and compound words in order to
recognize terms. Furthermore, we found that our
indices, term frequency, and document frequency in
the target eld's corpus, and term frequency in other
elds' corpora, play an important role in recognizing
terms from the results of comparative experiments
based on Manual-Candidates. However, we could
not determine the relationship between the accuracy
and the di erence of elds because we used only two
kinds of corpora, the NACSIS Academic Conference
Database and the MAINICHI newspaper database.
In our future work, We will verify the importance
of the di erence between elds by using corpora in
many kinds of elds or by dividing the MAINICHI
newspaper database according to elds.
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Figure 1: Recall and Precision based on Manual-Candidates (Tagged)
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Figure 2: Recall and Precision based on Manual-Candidates (Untagged)
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Table 2: Best accuracy by using Eq. (3)
Recall
Precision

F-measure

Tagged

7

82.54% (7,292/8,834)

42.08% (7,292/17,328)

55.74

Untagged

5

81.04% (7,159/8,834)

38.61% (7,159/18,543)

52.30

